OFFER

WHAT WE OFFER

INTERACTIVE DIGITAL CONTENT

Full-blown self-driven and totally text, imagery, after effects, animation, narration, voice over, audio, video and games simulated dynamic content

LIVE CLASSES

Live Classes of the esteemed faculties can be organized through webinar/VC

LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

It helps us to do a 360° life cycle management, though training, assessment, certification & feedback

MOBILE APPS

Android app loaded with learning materials can be used by the students for self-learning as

www.smarttraininghub.com
Our products take E-learning to the next level by enabling a social learning culture. To revamp the training methodology and to standardize the learning experience, we have created **Smart Training Hub (STH)** and **Mobile Apps**.

Smart Training Hub is a software application for documentatatiotracking, reporting, facilitating training and development programs.

It is an all-in-one collaboration tool which enables us to manage the entire student life cycle through one platform.
This interface enables us to track the learning progress of the students and the trainers.

This interface can be used by the facilitators as an Instructor-led platform.

This interface can be accessed by the students for their self-learning. Mobile App is also provided for an easy access at home.
ADMIN INTERFACE

TRAINER INTERFACE
INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING

STUDENT INTERFACE
SELF LEARNING